A general method for the derivation of the functional forms of the effective energy terms in coarse-grained energy functions of polymers. I. Backbone potentials of coarse-grained polypeptide chains.
A general and systematic method for the derivation of the functional expressions for the effective energy terms in coarse-grained force fields of polymer chains is proposed. The method is based on the expansion of the potential of mean force of the system studied in the cluster-cumulant series and expanding the all-atom energy in the Taylor series in the squares of interatomic distances about the squares of the distances between coarse-grained centers, to obtain approximate analytical expressions for the cluster cumulants. The primary degrees of freedom to average about are the angles for collective rotation of the atoms contained in the coarse-grained interaction sites about the respective virtual-bond axes. The approach has been applied to the revision of the virtual-bond-angle, virtual-bond-torsional, and backbone-local-and-electrostatic correlation potentials for the UNited RESidue (UNRES) model of polypeptide chains, demonstrating the strong dependence of the torsional and correlation potentials on virtual-bond angles, not considered in the current UNRES. The theoretical considerations are illustrated with the potentials calculated from the ab initiopotential-energysurface of terminally blocked alanine by numerical integration and with the statistical potentials derived from known protein structures. The revised torsional potentials correctly indicate that virtual-bond angles close to 90° result in the preference for the turn and helical structures, while large virtual-bond angles result in the preference for polyproline II and extended backbone geometry. The revised correlation potentials correctly reproduce the preference for the formation of β-sheet structures for large values of virtual-bond angles and for the formation of α-helical structures for virtual-bond angles close to 90°.